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PROJECT OVERVIEW AND COMPLETION DATE
PROJECT OVERVIEW
The City of Oak Harbor is located near the northern
end of Whidbey Island in Island County, Washington.
On the island, the United States Navy operates two
bases: the Seaplane Base, located in the eastern
portion of the City, and Ault Field, which lies to the
north of the City. The City comprises approximately
6,030 acres (9.4 square miles), of which the Seaplane
Base occupies 2,820 acres (4.4 square miles), and
owns and operates a wastewater system that serves
approximately 24,000 people within the City and the
Navy Seaplane Base.
The City’s Urban Growth Area (UGA) represents the
area that will likely have to accommodate growth over
the next 20 years. The UGA includes all of the City, as
well as unincorporated areas to the north, between the
City and Ault Field, and to the south and west of the
City.

Before this project, wastewater was treated at two
facilities: a rotating biological contactor (RBC) facility
near Windjammer Park and the Seaplane Base Lagoon
Plant on the Navy’s Seaplane Base. The base was
originally operated by the Naval Air Station (NAS)
Whidbey Island. In 1990, the City secured a 50-year
lease from the Navy to operate the Lagoon Plant.
Portions of the RBC Plant were over 50 years old and
had reached the end of their service life. The City had
also experienced a large number of mechanical failures
at the plant, particularly from treatment equipment that
was no longer prevalent in the treatment industry.
Similarly, the lagoon treatment process did not provide
sufficient capacity to accommodate projected growth
in the City. Increasing the capacity at the lagoons
would trigger more stringent effluent standards that
could not be met with conventional lagoon treatment.
Expanding or modifying the existing lagoons was also
infeasible because areas surrounding the lagoons were
environmentally sensitive; the area surrounding the
Seaplane Base Lagoon Plant had been reclaimed as a
saltwater marsh in 2009 and was subject to frequent
high water conditions.

The Lagoon Plant
could not meet
future design
requirements.

The RBC Plant was over 50 years old and at the end of its
useful life.
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According to the City’s 2009 Comprehensive Plan,
the City “… recognizes the value of its natural
environmental and supports environmental protection
and enhancement. The community recognizes that
total preservation may not be feasible in an urban
area. Rather, the City should seek to implement
environmental goals within the context of planned
growth.” To reflect the City’s values, the project
team evaluated alternatives for upgrading the City’s
wastewater treatment system considering the project’s
impacts and benefits to the community as a whole.
To carry out this goal, the City needed to replace
both treatment facilities with a single facility. This
new facility would need to meet modern standards
for reliability and performance and allow the City
to provide continuous reliable wastewater service
to the community while protecting and preserving
the surrounding environment. Based on technical
information and requirements associated with
upgrading the City’s wastewater treatment system,
the final recommendation was to install an MBR facility
within the City’s Windjammer Park, with a marine
discharge to Oak Harbor.

Alternative Public Works Contracting
In November 2013, the City completed an analysis that
compared design-bid-build, design-build, and general
contractor/construction manager (GC/CM) contracting
methods. The City chose to proceed with GC/CM,
the recommended method. In March of 2014, the
Washington State Capital Project Advisory Review Board
gave the City permission to complete the project through
GC/CM. The City evaluated five proposals from GC/CM
firms and then shortlisted three firms for an interview
based on a fee proposal. In July of 2014, Hoffman
Construction Company of Washington (Hoffman) was
selected as the GC/CM.

Funding
The City is funding the project, in part, through State
Revolving Fund (SRF) low-interest loans, cash, grants,
and proceeds from bond sales. The City has obtained
over $97 million in SRF loans and $8.5 million in grants.
With help from its bond attorneys and financial advisor,
The PFM Group, the City put the sale of over $25 million
in bonds out to bid on the bond market on April 19, 2016.
Robert Baird & Company was the successful bidder with
an interest rate of 3.43 percent.

Planning and Design
Recognizing its connection to the pristine waters of
Puget Sound, the City’s goal was to obtain the highest
level of water quality practical while recognizing the
limitations of rate payers to fund improvements. To
meet this goal, Carollo provided a siting analysis,
facility planning, and design for the City’s new 2.6-mgd
MBR facility, which is expandable to 4 mgd by adding
equipment only.
Carollo led an evaluated bid process for the membrane
system, UV, and biosolids dryer—representing
more than $4 million in equipment procurement.
This facilitated a design that could be tailored to the
City’s needs, which included minimal use of park
land, no odors, no noise, and no need for future plant
infrastructure expansion.

COMPLETION DATE
The project team established a best value schedule and
managed the design, procurement, and construction
processes to complete the project on schedule. Oak
Harbor Clean Water Facility began discharging to Oak
Harbor Bay on November 29, 2018. The City turned over
the Lagoon Plant to the Navy on January 1, 2019, the
milestone goal for substantial competion of the project.
Windjammer Park improvements and punch list items
are schedule to be completed by July 2019.

Carollo completed the MBR facility design, including
mixed-use elements that benefit the community while
protecting local water quality.

The new Oak Harbor Clean Water Facility will serve the community for
the next 50+ years and protect the Puget Sound environment.
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CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE, MANAGEMENT,
AND CONTROL TECHNIQUES
Using the GC/CM process, the City completed the
project on an aggressive schedule and managed the
project to mitigate significant site risks.

PROJECT COMPLETED ON
AGGRESSIVE SCHEDULE
Completing the project on schedule was a complex
task due to site constraints, technology requirements,
political interface, environmental issues, and funding
availability. The Oak Harbor site was highly visible to
the public, had substantial geotechnical considerations,
and was a known archaeology site. If conventional
design-build had been used, it would have added
18 to 24 months to the schedule and prevented risk
mitigation.
To maintain the aggressive project schedule, the
project team took the following key steps:

• The GC/CM process allowed for competitively
selecting major equipment items early in the project,
getting long lead items ordered, and customizing the
design based on the actual equipment. Obtaining
quality treatment equipment early in the process
ensured quality equipment, facilitated installation,
and ultimately provided successful operations.

• The project involved installing an outfall diffuser into
the Puget Sound. These outfalls can be installed
only during certain seasonal periods. With the GC/
CM process, the outfall could be constructed early,
removing this time-sensitive construction from the
critical path.

• Site preparation and utility relocations started before
design documents were 50 percent complete. With
this, archaeological concerns could be resolved
without affecting the critical path.

• The main critical path for the project involved
installing the structural components, since
wastewater treatment plants are deep structures
with complex foundation requirements. With the
facility located on marine hydrologic fill, sheet pile
shoring, mass excavation, stone columns, and
micropiles were necessary geotechnical elements.
If differing ground conditions were encountered, it
would have severely affected the projects critical
path. The heavy civil GC/CM process allowed for
groundwork to start prior to final structural design,
early competitive procurement, and construction.
While some changing ground conditions were
discovered, the early implementation kept these
issues off the critical path and avoided costly delays.

Cri cal path geotechnical
improvements occurred before final
design was completed.
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• Getting the project started in an aggressive manner
saved the City money. Construction prices were
stable in the first two years of the project, but
construction prices ballooned in late 2017. At the
time these escalations occurred, the project was
80-percent bought out. While the timing of the
project start was partially luck, procurement delays
of six months would have resulted in over $10
million in cost increases. Later contracts proved
painful, but overall budgets were maintained in a red
hot construction market.

HEAVY CIVIL GC/CM MITIGATED
CONSTRUCTION RISK
The heavy civil GC/CM provisions—the first issued
in the State of Washington—allowed for negotiated
work with the GC/CM contractor. The City used this
negotiated work to accelerate the construction of
the treatment structures. The concrete construction
involved extremely complex geometry, specialized
mix designs, and extensive mechanical and electrical
penetrations. Trying to competitively bid this work in a
single package would have high potential for expensive
changes, delay the project for at least six months, and
prove difficult to coordinate other phases of the work.
Concrete packages were split into three construction
phases, all performed on a time and materials selfperform basis. With this approach, specific elements
could be started as final designs became available.
Design changes between phases were incorporated
on a time and materials basis using the negotiated
prices. To ensure work was completed efficiently and
on schedule, specific productivity goals were used
throughout the project. This approach allowed for an
aggressive schedule, cost efficient construction, and a
much higher quality of workmanship.

MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL
TECHNIQUES PROVIDED KEY BENEFITS
The GC/CM process allowed the City to customize its
financing to actual construction costs and cash flow.
Since a large portion of the funding came from the
State Revolving Loan Program, the City had only annual
commitments to this funding. By using the GC/CM
process, the best available funding could be matched
to the construction cash flow. Using low interest
financing saved the citizens of Oak Harbor millions over
the life of the bonds.
The schedule required coordinating with political
realities. Oak Harbor is a small community, and the
elected officials have many responsibilities. Thus,
communicating the progress and next steps was
crucial. Every schedule decision had to contain a plan
to present results to the elected body and the public.
To make decisions, the City Council had to have
confidence in the outcome and the project team. The
City Council’s comfort was the ultimate critical path.
The project schedule was a combined effort between
the GC/CM contractor, the design team, and the
owner’s team. While the construction schedule
included numerous challenges, the management
and control techniques employed, including heavy
civil GC/CM, overcame many technical, cultural, and
political hurdles that could have derailed the project.
The final result was a treatment plant that protects the
environment.

The later concrete phases involved more extensive
piping and electrical coordination. Since concrete
construction had started prior to bidding these
subcontracts, the ability to coordinate new
subcontractors after construction started helped
minimize spatial conflicts. The new subconstractors
incorporated their penetrations into the ongoing
activities seamlessly.

Concrete work was split into three phases to meet an aggressive
schedule and mi gate geotechnical and archeological risk.
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SAFETY PERFORMANCE
On every jobsite, safety and accident prevention are
of the utmost importance to Hoffman Construction.
Safety training starts before a job begins and continues
throughout all phases of work. The following are
leading indicators Hoffman uses to evaluate its staff for
health and safety proficiency as part of its continuing
education for project teams.

CORPORATE SAFETY PROGRAM DOES
NOT STOP AT THE FENCE
Key components of Hoffman’s corporate safety
program are worker orientation, a subcontractor premobilization safety plan, and safety audits/inspections
by our project management teams and specifically
include:

• Superintendents attend quarterly safety meetings,
which are specifically designed to cover important
safety topics with various presenters who train
them.

• Extensive foreman training is provided that focuses
on job-specific hazards and logistics.

• Project managers, superintendents, engineers, and
safety personnel are assigned to an online training
class once a month.

PROJECT-SPECIFIC SAFETY PLAN
YIELDS RESULTS
Hoffman’s project-specific safety plan identifies sitespecific hazards and how the project team will control
or eliminate them. For Oak Harbor, this plan was
reviewed and approved by General Superintendent,
Bryan Shirley; Field Superintendent, Esau Spicer;
Project Manager, Ben Larson; and Health and Safety,
Manager Todd Shultz before work started on the
project.

Regular and Ongoing Training
Ongoing training is a major part of Hoffman’s culture
of safety. All of its project managers, field supervisors,
and engineers are OSHA 30 Certified. Each day,
before work begins, Hoffman conducted “Stretch
& Flex” exercises onsite with all workers. Monthly
formal training sessions are also held for supervisory
personnel and for superintendents, and Hoffman’s
safety staff attend yearly professional development
conferences. Hoffman conducts continuous safety
training and education for everyone on the site, with
daily foreman and crew meetings to plan upcoming
activities.

• All employees undergo drug and alcohol testing
before they set foot on the jobsite.

• Subcontractors receive project-specific safety plans.
For Oak Harbor, Hoffman’s General Superintendent,
Bryan Shirley, and Field Superintendent, Esau
Spicer, reviewed each plan prior to the subcontractor
starting work.

• Every foreman and crew develop pre-task plans that
are updated weekly and whenever the plan changes
to ensure each worker is safe.
All Hoffman personnel identify and mitigate hazards
throughout construction. Hoffman’s superintendent
conducts safety reviews daily, and the site project
safety personnel (including subcontractors) conduct
them weekly.
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New Hire Orientations
At orientations, Hoffman reviews the project
description and shows new hires the Hoffman safety
video. Hoffman’s processes are then discussed with
each worker, their questions are answered, and
the company’s safety expectations are impressed
upon them. This orientation is required for all
craftspeople that perform work onsite. Hoffman also
confirms equipment operator certification cards and
subcontractor orientation, and workers are informed
of specific security, site logistics, and traffic changes
around the jobsite.

Individual Subcontractor Safety Plans
For the Oak Harbor Clean Water Facility, every
subcontractor was required to submit a project-specific
safety plan that identified a safety supervisor for all
work onsite. That person had to be qualified to oversee
the scope of their work and communicate with
employees. Hoffman reviewed subcontractor plans for
scope identification, including PPE considerations and
the overall effect their work may have on others onsite.
The Clean Water Facility started in May 2015. Through
January 2019, the project had only two lost time
accidents, resulting in an LTA incident rate of 0.78
per 200,000 hours worked. This is significantly below
the construction industry average of 2.3 per 200,000
hours.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
The project is located on Oak Harbor, which contains
federally listed fish species, including Coastal-Puget
Sound bull trout, Pacific eulachon, and green sturgeon,
as well as bull trout and green sturgeon critical habitat.
Throughout the project’s planning and construction
phases, environmental considerations were accounted
for and are described below.

OUTFALL CONSTRUCTION REQUIRED
SPECIAL STEPS TO PROTECT THE
HABITAT
Installed in the 1950s, the existing outfall was a
corrugated metal pipe coated and lined with asbestos.
Although the least environmentally impactful option
was to repair the existing outfall, this ultimately was
not an option because the outfall had collapsed and
the damage was too extensive to repair. Thus, the
City decided to build a new outfall. Ultimately, the
project constructed a 1,400 lineal foot outfall that was
completely buried except for the diffuser.

In initial discussions with regulatory agencies, the
desire was to remove the old buried outfall pipe prior
to installing the new pipe. However, the process
for in-water excavation of the pipe was challenging,
the pipeline structure could have disintegrated
during removal, and asbestos exposure was likely.
Furthermore, removing the outfall would have caused
short-term water quality degradation and extensive
habitat loss to the harbor floor. As a result, the
agencies agreed that abandoning the pipe in place was
the best option for the environment.
As part of the siting studies for the new outfall, an
eelgrass survey was conducted to ensure that the
outfall was located in an area that did not damage
eelgrass habitat. Because the outfall is located in a
documented forage fish spawning area, biologists from
ESA fisheries monitored the beach gravels once per
week for 16 weeks to ensure that outfall construction
activities did not affect forage fish spawning. For this
monitoring, bulk sediment samples were collected
along two 100-foot transects using the methodology
presented in Washington Department of Fish and

The 1,400 lineal foot ou all is buried
in the delands during extreme low
de.
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Wildlife’s (WDFW) Intertidal Forage Fish Spawning
Habitat Survey Protocols. The bulk samples were then
sieved and winnowed and viewed under a microscope
for the presence of surf smelt eggs. If no eggs were
detected in four consecutive sub-samples, the sample
was classified as containing no surf smelt eggs
(negative result). Results of each monitoring event
were conveyed to the WDFW habitat biologist and the
construction crew within 24 hours.
If eggs were detected on the beach, construction
activities would be suspended until two weeks had
passed with no egg detection. Fortunately, no eggs
were found in the construction area. The monitoring
efforts ensured that the project would not harm forage
fish species.

Forage fish sampling was conducted to ensure construc on
did not impact spawning.

CLEAN WATER FACILITY
CONSTRUCTION PROTECTED CRITICAL
HABITAT
As part of the siting evaluations, critical areas studies
were conducted. The project occurs within 200 feet
of Oak Harbor, and a wetland was delineated along a
portion of the northern boundary of Windjammer Park.
Thus, the facility’s design had to account for the wetland,
and direct wetland impacts had to be avoided entirely.
Wetland buffer impacts were, however, unavoidable.
The wetland is a linear feature approximately 1,000 feet
long with a mowed lawn buffer on the south side and
pavement along the north side. The mowed lawn area
to the south provided limited functions to the wetland,
and the pavement to the north was non-functioning
as a buffer. To enhance the functions and values of
the wetland and buffer, a stormwater feature was
constructed adjacent to the existing wetland to provide
a more natural appearance and additional habitat area.
The southern buffer is also being enhanced with native
vegetation plantings. Monitoring will be conducted for
a period of five years to ensure that the vegetation is
surviving and performing as intended.
Appropriate best management practices (BMPs) were
used for pollution, sediment, and erosion control during
construction. Erosion and sediment control measures
included mulching, matting, and netting; filter fabric
fencing; quarry rock entrance mats; sediment traps
and ponds; and
surface water
interceptor swales
and ditches.
Using these
BMPs minimized
sediment
transport, thus
protecting water
quality in the
wetland and
Oak Harbor,
and ultimately
protecting critical
habitat.

The exis ng wetland was protected.
Ul mately the buﬀer was enhanced to
provide addi onal habitat area.
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COMMUNITY RELATIONS
REACHING A TRANSFORMATIONAL
DECISION, GUIDED BY COMMUNITY
FEEDBACK
When the City of Oak Harbor decided they needed a
new wastewater treatment facility, they knew working
with the community from siting to ribbon cutting would
be critical for building a modern-day treatment facility.
From the project’s onset, the City and the project
team considered community concerns for this large
public works project. Most important to the City were
location, odor perception, and best value for customers
and rate payers. The City committed to working with
the community, since the new facility would have
large-scale benefits in improving water quality and
public health. Over 1,000 community members directly
participated in some way, from receiving email updates
to attending large events. To build trust in the project,
the team worked to keep the community informed,
establishing stronger relationships between the City’s
public works department and residents.
To launch the project, the City embarked on a
workshop-based series of public meetings and
charrettes to help decide where the facility would be
located. After considering 11 sites, and checking in
with the public at five milestones, City Council moved
to site the new facility adjacent to the aging facility
in Windjammer Park. Of course, siting a treatment
facility in a downtown waterfront park housing annual
4th of July festivities, little league, playgrounds,
walking paths, active kitchen rentals, and more may
not seem like the logical choice for a wastewater
facility. Nevertheless, the project team gained early
feedback that helped establish priority siting criteria,
brainstormed locations, and confirmed a triple-bottomline approach that considered technical feasibility,
cost, and impacts to the community and environment.
The City Council’s decision was based on support by
participants in the process and collective recognition
that a new site at this location could catalyze
downtown redevelopment.
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With a city of nearly 24,000 and Puget Sound benefitting
from the new facility, the team worked at multiple
levels to get the word out about the project and build
trust in the process, from the general public to Council
members. The outreach effort focused on four main
principles: elevate project awareness, provide in-depth
engagement, be transparent with project progress, and
be a good neighbor to the community.

Project Awareness Elevated in the Community
With a goal of ensuring all rate payers had the
opportunity to participate first if they desired, and
ultimately gaining awareness of the new Clean Water
Facility being built in Windjammer Park, the project
provided multiple channels for conveying information.
Public meetings, large events, bill stuffers, signs on
construction fencing, and holiday lights on the 150-foot
Windjammer
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Over 15 newsle ers were provided during construc on
to keep the community updated on construc on progress and
poten al impacts.
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on-site tower crane were all used to draw attention
to the project. During design, community meetings
were held in conjunction with City Council meetings
and shown online to capture and engage multiple
audiences. During construction, the City hosted
two large carnival-like Family Fun Day events. These
events drew families to the park area outside the
construction site with construction and public works
vehicle demonstrations and photos, a constructionthemed kids obstacle course, and a construction site
look-and-find scavenger hunt. Throughout the efforts,
the team focused on clear project information and
materials that broke down highly technical project
information into simple, graphical, and approachable
messages. Infographics were used to show how the
City’s sewer system and the wastewater treatment
system work.

Team Was Transparent about Project Progress
Keeping the community updated throughout the life
of the project, specifically through construction, was
paramount. The team worked to provide information in
places the community was already looking, mailing over
15 newsletters and postcards, placing display ads in
the local paper .The Whidbey News-Times, and posting
notifications and appearing on City Updates on the
local public access TV channel. This ramped up during
construction. By taking a “no surprises” approach, the
team helped the community anticipate work hours,
occasional road closures, pedestrian detours, and noise.
To that end, over 175 weekly update emails were sent,
each containing a “fun fact” to maintain interest, providing
something different from typical City news. (Did you
know, for example, that the first overhead crane powered
by electricity was created in 1876?) Project staff also
provided bi-monthly City Council updates and maintained
the project website weekly to include relevant project
announcements, construction activities, and Council
materials.

Our Ultimate Goal Was to Be a Good Neighbor

Infographic for the public to convey how the City’s system works.

Program Fostered In-depth Feedback
For community members who wanted to and could
be more involved in the project, the team created
opportunities for community workshops and oneon-one stakeholder conversations. Over the life of
the project, two charrette/workshop focus groups
met. These participants offered recommendations
to City Council on siting considerations, design tone
and building profile, and integration of the facility
into Windjammer Park to best serve and fit into the
community. Group members also served as liaisons
to broader communities they represented, relaying
their feedback and assuring City Council that their
decision would have community buy-in. As these
groups completed their charge, the project team
continued to keep members informed and involved
through additional detailed project conversations.
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Committing to being a good neighbor was at the center
of engagement. Top of mind for the project team during
construction was construction fatigue, including parking,
noise, and vibration impacts for two local community
banks, a coffee shop, the Department of Social and
Health Services office, and a large condominium
complex nearby. Having conversations early and
often with project neighbors helped businesses and
community members anticipate impacts and helped the
team understand business needs while sharing project
progress. Through these conversations and hosting
monthly “office hours,” the City was able to inform and
answer immediate questions about upcoming activities.
When possible, high-impact work was planned around
the needs of the community, including avoiding hightraffic holiday weekends. This responsiveness paid off:
businesses were satisfied and people were able to
navigate over three years of construction.
Cutting the ribbon on the largest project in Oak Harbor’s
history required community support. By engaging early
and often, the city completed a facility with communityled design and as few surprises as possible during
construction. This community enthusiasm has translated
to a successful jumpstart of adjacent City work to
improve Windjammer Park. With relationships built and
maintained, and communication avenues established, the
new Clean Water Facility serves as the cornerstone to the
transformation of Windjammer Park, and the continued
rejuvenation of Oak Harbor’s downtown core.
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS UNDER ADVERSE
CONDITIONS
The Oak Harbor Clean Water Facility team successfully
addressed numerous adverse conditions throughout
the project to deliver the treatment plant on time
and on budget. These challenges included significant
geotechnical issues due to the site soils and salt
water influence, work being conducted in a culturally
rich location with over two thousand years of
human habitation, and heavy civil construction in an
environmentally sensitive small town community.

SIGNIFICANT GEOTECHNICAL
CHALLENGES WERE ADDRESSED
The City’s new Clean Water Facility replaced its
existing wastewater treatment plant. The new plant
is located next to the City’s premier waterfront park,
which is where the City’s wastewater has historically
been conveyed. The site for the CWF previously had
a slough passing through it that was filled in with
dredged soils.

An undated photo of the slough that passed through the CWF
site (outlined in red).
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The geotechnical engineer investigated soil conditions
and found layers of artificial fill from dredged soils,
unconsolidated beach deposits, organic-rich silt and
mud, stiff and soft clay layers with boulders, and a
competent glacial till layer.
Because the site is located in the Puget Sound region,
it is seismically active and subject to earthquakes.
The unconsolidated beach deposits are also subject to
liquefaction, a phenomenon where soils experience
a rapid loss of internal strength from strong ground
shaking. For this specific site, loss of bearing support,
plunging, or uplift of structures, soil lateral spread, sand
boils, and seismically induced differential settlements
in unimproved areas of 5- to 10-inches were deemed
possible.
In addition, due to the limited size of the site,
process, and hydraulics, a significant portion of the
secondary treatment and headworks buildings needed
to be located in a deep excavation approximately
25 feet below grade. As a result, it was subject to
significant uplift forces from tidally influenced brackish
groundwater.

Soil sec on through the Secondary Treatment Building,
showing up to 60 feet of liquifiable soils to the Glacial Till
layer that provides a firm founda on for structures.
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To mitigate seismic-induced settlement and flotation
forces, micropiles were recommended and installed for
the deep structures. In addition, stone columns were
recommended and installed for the other slab-on-grade
structures.
A large area of unconsolidated soils needed to be
excavated and placed back in compacted lifts within
the sheet piled mass excavation, which presented an
ideal place to put yard piping and electrical duct banks.
Flexible pipes such as HDPE and PVC were favored to
deal with seismic settlement in unimproved areas and
to mitigate corrosion from tidally influenced brackish
groundwater.
Archeologists were on site during any earth work to ensure
cultural resources were protected.

discovered. These requirements were incorporated into
all construction documents and unit prices established
for archaeological remediation.

Construc on of the Secondary Treatment Building where
micropiles prevent se lement due to liquifiable soils and
flota on due to high groundwater.

SUCCESSFUL CULTURAL RESOURCES
PLAN AVOIDED ADVERSE IMPACTS
Oak Harbor is a culturally rich location with over two
thousand years of human habitation. The Clean Water
Facility located on a known archaeological site, and
inadvertent discoveries could have created delays or
redesigns costing millions of dollars. While preliminary
investigations and final facility siting analysis tried
to minimize risk, a high potential remained for
archaeological discoveries.
To avoid adverse impacts, the City entered into a
Memorandum of Agreement with state agencies, the
EPA, and seven affected tribes to guide construction
activities and resolve discoveries. The MOA established
an Archeological Work Plan with detailed plans to avoid
areas of concerns, monitor practices, and establish
procedures if significant cultural resources were
V:\Admin\2019AwardApplications\APWA\OakHarbor_2019Submission.indd

Using the GC/CM process, the project team phased
earth-disturbing activities to explore areas of high
risk without affecting the schedule’s critical path.
The GC/CM process allowed for flexible approaches
to the excavations with work scopes and budgets
established for archaeological activities. If an artifact
was encountered, construction sequences allowed
for working around the concern until a remediation
strategy was determined. With a formalized
relationship between the federal agencies, state
departments, various tribal governments, and the City,
decisions on discoveries were made and implemented
quickly.
These established protocols proved critical during
construction, since numerous significant findings,
including human remains, were encountered. The
archaeological activities revealed a significant and
complex history on the site. The discoveries, however,
did not stop the overall project construction, and
solutions were implemented in very short time frames.
Construction costs were kept within established
budgets.
The project proved successful under many criteria. The
most obvious result was avoiding costly delays and
rework. A second benefit was building strong working
relationships between the funding agencies and the
tribes. The third benefit was preserving Oak Harbor’s
unique history for future generations.
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NUMEROUS ADDITIONAL SITE
CONSTRUCTION CHALLENGES
OVERCOME BY THE GC/CM TEAM
The GC/CM construction team addressed numerous
construction challenges resulting from the required
treatment facilities and selected project location. From
constructing the outfall in Oak Harbor to opening the
effluent valve to discharge treated water, the GC/CM
team rose to every challenge throughout construction
to deliver the Oak Harbor CWF on time and on budget.

In-water Work
The initial work performed onsite was retiring and
replacing the existing outfall line to the bay. Replacing
the outfall line posed unique challenges from a
construction and management perspective. Variable
tides, based on the time of day and month, forced
work on the tide flats during low tides, and off a barge
during high tides once work progressed into deeper
waters. Hoffman performed this work while always
being conscientious of the surrounding public and
environmental protection. Large, wood crane mats
were used to move heavy civil equipment on the tide
flats while reducing the environmental impact of the
work.
The challenges of this portion of work extended to
safety and extensive pretask planning concerning
divers and workers. Dives were planned and walked
through weeks in advance and revisited before the
work was performed to ensure a safe and efficient
installation.

Groundwater Management
The location of this project and proximity to Oak
Harbor posed significant concerns about groundwater
prior to mass excavation. The Clean Water Facility is
located approximately 100 yards from the shores of
the bay, with groundwater found at Elevation 7.0 and
excavation extending to Elevation -13.5. To combat the
groundwater, the project employed locking sheet piles
driven into glacial till to form a cofferdam. The quality of
the cofferdam installation resulted in relatively minimal
groundwater infiltration that was readily dealt with and
treated onsite.

Mass Excavation
Over 50,000 cubic yards of soil was excavated from
the newly formed cofferdam. Looking forward at
upcoming work in the adjacent Windjammer Park, the
team decided early on to keep this material onsite to
avoid the added costs of haul-off and new import when
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the time came. Fortunately, an expansive laydown yard
had available space to stockpile this material. During the
Windjammer Park work, all of this material was used
to recontour the park and raise the overall elevation
throughout to alleviate flooding.

Crane Placement
During construction, multiple buildings spread across the
2+ acre site had to be accessed. By correctly positioning
a tower crane, the project was able use one large
tower crane instead of multiple cranes. The crane was
strategically located so it would be of use throughout the
project while not impeding the construction progress.
In addition, the crane
had to be placed within
the confines of the
cofferdam due to ground
loading restrictions. To
allow for timely backfill
of the structure inside
the coffer dam, Hoffman
used a 20-ft concrete
retaining wall to isolate
the crane from the
surrounding backfill.

The 150 foot tower crane was the
tallest structure in Oak Harbor
and was decked out with holiday
lights.

The Oak Harbor CWF is
located adjacent to SE
City Beach Street, which
was lined with aboveground power/communication lines on utility poles. With
the larger crane radius, Hoffman decided to move these
utilities underground to eliminate any potential hazard of
crane contact and to leave the project with a “cleaner”
look upon completion.

Jobsite Location
Transporting materials and recruiting qualified workers
to Oak Harbor’s remote location posed many challenges.
There are only two ways on or off the island: one is
taking the Mukilteo/Clinton ferry and the other is driving
across the narrow Deception Pass bridge. One challenge
was bringing large loads (e.g., a tower crane) over the
bridge. This required coordinating with the Department
of Transportation and bringing equipment over the bridge
during select hours that correlated with low traffic times.
Regarding the workforce, the project was fortunate to be
able to use as many local contractors and local workers
as feasible.
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ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

Two overriding goals for the City
In addition, the City selected
of Oak Harbor during project
thermal drying of solids residuals
development were protecting the
to produce a product that anyone,
environment and constructing a
commercial or residential, could
facility that was integrated into the
use as a soil amendment on the
community. Throughout the project,
island. This emerging technology
the City decided on wastewater
in the wastewater industry
treatment technology that exhibited
offers significant environmental
their dedication to environmental
advantages over other feasible
stewardship. They selected
options but, again, requires a
technologies that produce water
greater capital investment and
quality “above and beyond” what
operating challenges.
meet typical permits require and are
sustainable for the environment and
MBRs Produce Exceptional
future generations. In addition, due to
Water Quality
Membrane Bioreactors (MBRs) use
the facilities location in downtown Oak
submerged microfiltra on membranes A conventional activated sludge
Harbor and adjacent to Windjammer
to “filter” clean water from solids in the process uses a secondary clarifier
Park, the City incorporated premium
to provide quiescent settlement of
ac vated sludge.
architectural features and park
solids for solids/liquid separation.
improvements so the CWF could
This process does not provide a physical barrier and
become a civic asset woven into the community fabric.
allows a small amount of solids and bacteria to flow to
the effluent, and in this case Puget Sound.

ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP
PROTECTS LOCAL NATURAL
RESOURCES

The City of Oak Harbor is located on Whidbey Island,
which is surrounded by Puget Sound and a majestic
natural environment home to rare and endangered
species, including salmon and Orca whales. During the
facility planning stage, the City placed high importance
on protecting this environment so the residents of the
community could coexist with the natural habitat for
generations to come.
The City selected membrane bioreactors (MBR) for
secondary treatment and ultraviolet (UV) disinfection
instead of other options such as conventional activated
sludge secondary treatment and sodium hypochlorite
disinfection. While MBR and UV processes are
generally more expensive from a capital investment
standpoint, they offer significant benefits in effluent
water quality.
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MBRs use microfiltration membranes to “filter” clean
water from solids in the activated sludge. They provide
a physical barrier with a pore size of 0.1 to 10 microns.
For context, a micron is equal to 1 millionth of a meter,
and the diameter of a human hair is approximately
50 microns. MBRs filter out significantly more solids,

Bre Arvidson, project manager for the sewage treatment
plant, holds flasks of treated water before and a er the plant
started. (Photo by Jessie Stensland/Whidbey News-Times)
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including all bacteria and some viruses, to produce
superior effluent water quality.
MBRs also facilitate beneficial reuse of effluent
from treatment plants since the requirement to filter
secondary effluent is inherent in the system. The City
considered several water reclamation opportunities
that would reduce potable water demand or improve
habitat.
Windjammer Park uses up to 160,000 gallons of
water per day during the peak season. Because of the
facility’s location adjacent to the park, the City had a
great opportunity to take the first step in implementing
a reclaimed water program, reduce the demand for
potable water, and reduce their operating costs at the
park.

UV Disinfection Eliminates Chemical Use
Detriments
Traditionally, wastewater treatment plants have used
various forms of chlorine to disinfect the final effluent.
This has resulted in many environmental challenges,
including shipment of chemicals long distances via
truck or rail, the presence of disinfection byproducts in
the final effluent, and the need for yet more chemical
(i.e., sodium bisulfite) to neutralize the chlorine residual
so it is not toxic to aquatic life.

The City of Oak Harbor recognized the environmental
stewardship benefits of UV disinfec on and selected this
technology despite the added capital costs.
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UV disinfection, on the other hand, uses stainless
steel reactors to irradiate bacteria and viruses with 254
nanometer light waves. The light waves “inactivate”
the bacteria and viruses so they cannot reproduce
and are harmless in the environment. Because UV
disinfection does not require any chemical, no shipping
is required and no harmful byproducts are released into
the environment.

Thermal Drying Provides Sustainability
The secondary treatment process at wastewater
treatment plants produces activated sludge – primarily
microorganisms that break down the solid human
waste in sewage. Every day a small portion of the
activated sludge is removed from the secondary
treatment process to make room for new “younger”
organisms. This flow is termed waste activated
sludge (WAS) and must be treated and disposed
of. Some conventional options for disposal include
hauling dewatered WAS to a landfill or composting
at commercial facilities in eastern Washington.
However, these options did not fit the City’s goal of
environmental stewardship and sustainability.
Thermal drying (at approximately 70-130 degrees
Celsius) is a process where the dewatered WAS
is dried to 90 percent plus dry solids to produce a
Class A sludge. The dried product is a sterile granular
product that can be used as a fertilizer supplement, soil
conditioner, or sustainable fuel. Drying the sludge to
90 percent plus solids reduces the volume that needs
to be hauled by about 400 percent so much fewer
truck trips are required. In addition, Class A solids
can be used anywhere at any time. The City’s vision

The belt dryer produces 90% dry Class A solids for beneficial
reuse within the community.
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is to develop a program where landscape architects,
farmers, and other local users take the product and
use it on Whidbey Island. This reduces truck trips
from several hundred miles to just a few and creates
a sustainable fertilizer locally as opposed to importing
nutrient supplements from far away.

ARCHITECTURAL AND LANDSCAPING
FEATURES PROVIDE A CIVIC ASSET
Needing to update its aging and failing infrastructure
and to meet Washington State Department of Ecology
regulations, the City began the design process on the
new Clean Water Facility. The location of the new plant
is adjacent to the City’s main commercial corridor and
primary community park, Windjammer Park. The design
had to accommodate many needs and ultimately
serve not only as a functioning piece of necessary
infrastructure, but also as one integrated into the park.
In essence, the team was asked to design a catalyst
project that would rejuvenate many aspects of the city
from the park to economic development.

Architectural Considerations Integrate
Sustainable Wastewater Treatment Into an
Urban Environment
This project is an innovative, new, and sustainable
MBR Clean Water Facility in a coastal community.
Located within a commercial district on the waterfront,
directly adjacent to the celebrated Windjammer
Park, the new structure is designed to be a civic
asset woven into the community fabric and includes
community spaces and learning opportunities for the
public. With plans for further commercial development
and new public use facilities along the perimeter of the
site, this project provides a groundbreaking approach to
integrating economic development, recreational uses,
and wastewater treatment into an urban environment.
As a result of an inclusive, multi-year public outreach
effort, northwest design elements of exposed timber,
brick, stone, COR-TEN steel, and glass fiber reinforced
concrete are featured as new façade elements.
Varied sloping heights and rooflines help break up the
massing while sightlines to the park and water are
focused and enhanced for day and night activities.
This community design aesthetic is intended to
influence new development within Oak Harbor’s
downtown commercial corridor along Pioneer Way and
surrounding streets.
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The interpre ve center provides educa on on water treatment.

In addition to a redesigned Windjammer Park,
the facility itself provides public uses. An iconic
double height public entry with public plaza at the
administration building invites the public in to an
interpretive Water Center and allows views into
state of the art laboratory spaces. In an effort to
respond to the publics call for transparency in this
development, transparent weathered steel fence lines
and strategically placed viewing windows along the
perimeter allow passersby to see gleaming stainless
steel electrical and mechanical spaces within. The
promenade also allows access to the Windjammer
Park’s new nature play water park and day-use picnic
shelters.

The administra on and maintenance building provides an
interface to Windhammer Park and transparency for the public.
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By incorporating green building technology, the
facility engages and contributes to its urban site
while achieving sustainability measures adapted to
Washington State’s updated energy code compliance.
The administration and maintenance buildings are
designed to LEED Silver requirements. By designing
the system to harvest heating and cooling from the
plant processes, the team designed a sustainable
system that increases the mechanical efficiency of the
buildings.

tubes are imbedded in the mechanical bay concrete
slab. Radiant tubes are positioned low in the slab to
allow for any future slab anchoring without damaging
the tubes. By holding heat at the slab level, the indoor
environmental space is cooler while comfortable
working conditions are maintained near the slab where
work is conducted. Fan energy is also reduced by
monitoring carbon dioxide levels in the large gathering
spaces and increasing fan speed only when fresh air
levels of ventilation are needed.

Innovative heat pump technology now moves heat
around the plant from areas it is not needed to
spaces that require it. The plant’s main electrical room
requires continuous cooling from heat generated by
the equipment. Instead of exhausting the excess
equipment heat into the atmosphere, it is transferred
to heat both the maintenance and administrative
facility. During certain parts of the year, this process
will meet all of the plant’s heating needs.

Windjammer Park Improvements Enhance a
Community Asset

This heat recovery is incorporated into a central heating
and cooling circulating loop. The loop extends into the
facilities’ process electrical building, providing needed
cooling of the heat-generating electrical equipment.
Any heat removed circulates through a heat pump
system core and is transferred into the building’s
heating loop, thus recovering a large amount of heat
that would otherwise be wasted.
Mechanical systems include various methods of heat
energy conservation. Ventilators pre-condition fresh
air drawn into the building with otherwise wasted
heat exhausted out of the building. Radiant hot water

The Windjammer Park Integration Plan is a longterm plan that integrates existing and new program
elements in this 28.5-acre waterfront park, which
includes a playground, lagoon, trail network, and
waterfront access. The team worked closely with the
City and a community advisory group to develop three
park concepts, which led to the preferred alternative.
The process included two open houses and an online
open house to solicit comments from the public on
the three options. The input received helped devise a
preferred concept. The first phase includes improved
pedestrian walking trails, reconfigured parking lots,
a new events plaza, and a splash park outside the
facility, as well as a performance stage, two public
kitchen facilities to host events, new playgrounds, and
multi-use fields. The first phase is due for completion
in July 2019, in time to host the City’s 4th of July
celebration. Additional improvements are expected to
be implemented in phases over time.
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OAK HARBOR

The Windjammer Park
development integrates the
Oak Harbor CWF into the
community’s waterfront life
style.
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